
Year 1 Reading Home learning Monday 29/6/2020 

Hello parents,  

This week the children we are looking at Community 

and helping each other. We have a story today 

called “The Enormous Turnip”. 

 Because the story is quite long it will be our focus for today and 

tomorrow. Listen to the story together. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysPxSHHE8Lg 

Now have a go at reading the story together. 

The Enormous Turnip 

Once upon a time there was a little old man who grew an enormous 

turnip. 

Early one morning he decided to pull up the turnip to make turnip 

soup. 

So, he pulled and he pulled and he pulled. But the turnip would not 

budge. Next he asked his wife to help. 

So, the woman pulled the man and the man pulled the turnip. But still 

the turnip would not budge. Next he asked his son to help. 

So, the son pulled the woman and the woman pulled the man and the 

man pulled the turnip. But still the turnip would not budge. Next he 

asked his daughter to help. 

So, the daughter pulled the son and the son pulled the woman and 

the woman pulled the man and the little old man pulled the turnip. 

But still the turnip would not budge. Next he asked the dog to help. 

So, the dog pulled the daughter and the daughter pulled the son and 

the son pulled the woman and the woman pulled the man and the 

little old man pulled the turnip. But still the turnip would not budge. 

Next he asked the cat to help. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysPxSHHE8Lg


 

Home Reading 

Have a look at the Oxford Owl website. www.oxfordowl.co.uk 

 You will need to register and log in. There are lots of free e-books and 

you can choose a book at the same colour level as your child’s home 

reading book to read with your child. 
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So, the cat pulled the dog and the dog pulled the daughter and the 

daughter pulled the son and the son pulled the woman and the 

woman pulled the man and the little old man pulled the turnip. But 

still the turnip would not budge. Next he asked the mouse to help. 

So, the mouse pulled the cat and the cat pulled the dog and the dog 

pulled the daughter and the daughter pulled the son and the son 

pulled the woman and the woman pulled the man and the little old 

man pulled the turnip. But still the turnip would not budge! 

They pulled and they pulled and they pulled. Finally, the turnip came 

flying out of the ground and they all fell down with a BANGI After 

that they had turnip soup and lived happily ever after. 

 

http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

